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Adjusting the Rayleigh Quotient inSemiorthogonal Lanczos MethodsG. W. StewartAbstractIn a semiorthogonal Lanczos algorithm, the orthogonality of the Lanczosvectors is allowed to deteriorate to roughly the square root of the roundingunit, after which the current vectors are reorthogonalized. A theorem ofSimon [4] shows that the Rayleigh quotient| i.e., the tridiagonal matrixproduced by the Lanczos recursion|contains fully accurate approximationsto the Ritz values in spite of the lack of orthogonality. Unfortunately, thesame lack of orthogonality can cause the Ritz vectors to fail to converge. Italso makes the classical estimate for the residual norm misleadingly small.In this note we show how to adjust the Rayleigh quotient to overcome thisproblem.1. Introduction and backgroundLet A be a symmetric matrix of order n and let u1 be an n-vector of 2-norm one. TheLanczos algorithm generates a sequence of orthonormal vectors by the recurrence1u2 = Au1   1u1kuk+1 = Auk   kuk   k 1uk 1; k = 1; 2; : : : ; (1.1)where k = uTkAuk and k = 1=kAuk   kuk   k 1uk 1k:If we introduce the tridiagonal matrixTk = 0BBBBBBB@1 11 2 22 3 3. . . . . . . . .k 2 k 1 k 1k 1 k 1CCCCCCCAand set Uk = (u1    uk);1
2 Adjusting Rayleigh Quotientsthen we can express the eect of the recurrence (1.1) by the Lanczos decompositionAUk = UkTk + kuk+1eTk ; (1.2)where ek is the kth unit vector (the kth column of the identity matrix of order k).It is well known (e.g., see [3]) that as k increases the space spanned by Uk con-tains increasingly accurate approximations to eigenvectors corresponding to the ex-treme eigenvalues of A. The approximations can be retrieved by a process known as theRayliegh{Ritz method. It is based on the observation that if (; Ukw) is an eigenpair ofA, then (; w) is an eigenpair of Tk. A continuity argument suggests that if Uk containsa good approximation to an eigenvector of A, there should be an eigenvector w of Tksuch that Ukw approximates that eigenvector. For a general analysis of this proceduresee [2]. In what follows we will call  a Ritz value, w a primitive Ritz vector, Ukw aRitz vector, and Tk the Rayleigh quotient.A diculty with the Lanczos algorithm is that the Lanczos vectors tend to looseorthogonality. One cure is to reorthogonalize the vectors at each step|a process knownas full reorthogonalization. Unfortunately, reorthogonalizing uk+1 requires the vectorsu1; : : : ; uk, and for k large enough the cost of moving them in and out of workingstorage becomes prohibitive. Consequently, it has been proposed to let orthogonalitydeteriorate up to a point, after which a reorthogonalization step is performed. There areseveral varieties of this procedure, all going under the common name of semiorthogonalmethods. They each require that the elements of UTk Uk   I be kept less than somemultiple of pM, where M is the rounding unit for the machine in question. In this notewe will be concerned with periodic and partial reorthogonalization [1, 5].Full orthogonalization has the advantage that the Lanczos relation (1.2) continuesto be satised to working accuracy. In semiorthogonal methods, however, the Lanczosrelation must be replaced by the relationAUk = UkHk + kuk+1eTk ; (1.3)whereHk is an upper Hessenberg matrix with elements of up to orderpM above the rstsuperdiagonal. We will call (1.3) a Krylov decomposition and Hk the adjusted Rayleighquotient. The motivating argument given above for the Rayleigh{Ritz procedure appliesequally to this Krylov decomposition. Consequently, if the column space of Uk containsa good approximate to an eigenvector of A, we can (under mild restrictions) obtain anapproximating eigenpair in the form (; Ukw), where (; w) is a suitable eigenpair of Hk.It seems obvious that the use of Tk in place of Hk will introduce errors into the Ritzpairs. Surprisingly, this is not true of the Ritz values. According to a remarkable theo-rem of Simon [4], if Uk = QR is the QR factorization of Uk, then Tk = QTAQ+O(M).Consequently, from the standard perturbation theory for eigenvalues of symmetric ma-trices, the eigenvalues of Tk are Ritz values to working accuracy.
Adjusting Rayleigh Quotients 3On the other hand, if a primitive Ritz vector w is computed from Tk, the corre-sponding Ritz vector is Qw. However, Q is unavailable to us, and the attempt touse the approximation Ukw will introduce errors. These errors cannot be larger thanO(pM), but, as we shall see, they can cause the convergence of a Ritz vector to stagnatebefore full working accuracy has been attained. For this reason primitive Ritz vectorsshould be computed from the adjusted Rayleigh quotient Hk.A second use for Hk is to compute accurate residual norms. In the classic Lanczosalgorithm if (; z = Ukw) is a Ritz pair computed from Tk in (1.2), it is easy to see thatin the 2-norm kAz   zk = jkwkj;where wk is the last component of w, and it is this quantity that is used to decide whena Ritz vector has converged. In a semiorthogonal method, the formula can be used onlyif w is computed from the adjusted Rayleigh quotient.More generally, suppose (; Ukw) is an approximate eigenpair of A, with no assump-tions made about the the origin of w. Then from (1.3) it follows thatAUkw   Ukw = Ukr + wkkuk+1;where r = Hkw  w:By semiorthogonality Ukr and wkkuk+1 are almost orthogonal, so thatkAUkw  Ukwk2 = krk2 + jwkkj2: (1.4)Thus we can approximate the residual norm of Ukw from the norm of the residual r,the last component of w, and k. In general, it is not possible to replace Hk by Tk.2. Adjusting the Rayleigh quotientThe foregoing discussion suggests that in a semiorthogonal method the adjusted Rayleighquotient should be computed. For deniteness we will show how this is done in the con-text of periodic reorthogonalization, in which an orthogonalization is performed againstall preceding vectors whenever the semiorthogonality condition is violated. For conve-nience we have partitioned this algorithm into the main Lanczos loop (Figure 2.1) andan inner reorthogonalization step (Figure 2.2). The reorthogonalization correspondsto statements 12{14 in the main loop.The main loop is typical of most implementations of the Lanczos method. Thevector v = Au is computed via the Lanczos recurrence. Note that the algorithm lls in
4 Adjusting Rayleigh Quotients1. for k = 1; 2; : : :2. v = Auk3. if (k 6= 1)4. v = v   k 1uk 15. H [k 1; k] = H [k; k 1] = k 16. end if7. k = uTk v8. H [k; k] = k9. v = v   kuk10. if (k 6= 1) v = v   (uTk 1v)uk 1 11. v = v   (uTk v)uk12. if (semiorthogonality is violated)13. Reorthogonalize uk and v. Update H .14. end if15. k = kvk216. uk+1 = v=k17. end for iFigure 2.1: Lanczos with periodic reorthogonalization: Main loopthe tridiagonal part of Hk, so that if there were no reorthogonalizations Hk would beidentical to Tk. Statements 10{11 are a local reorthogonalization step that insures thatv is orthogonal to uk and uk 1 to working accuracy.The reorthogonalization section (Figure 2.2) is entered only if the o-diagonal ele-ments of UTk Uk are too large. These elements cannot be computed directly, except bybringing Uk into working storage at each step. Fortunately, there are recurrences thatcan be used to estimate the components. For details see [5].It is necessary to reorthogonalize both uk and v. The reason is that uk+2 will dependon both these vectors, and if one fails to be fully orthogonal, its lack of orthogonalitywill be propagated uk+2 and its successors. The reorthogonalization is done by themodied Gram{Schmidt in statements 3{10. The reorthogonalization coecients for ukare stored in w; those for v are stored in x and .It may be necessary to rereorthogonalize v against the columns of Uk. The reasonis not the usual one: namely, that cancellation in the reorthogonalization can magnifynonorthogonal components. Rather the fact thatUk is only semiorthogonal compromisesits ability to purge components in the orthogonal complement of its column space. Thisrereorthogonalization is done in statements 11{19.The Rayleigh quotient is adjusted in statements 21{23. To derive the formulas, note
Adjusting Rayleigh Quotients 51. if (semiorthogonality is violated)2.  = kvk2Reorthogonalize uk and v3. for j = 1 to k 14. w[j] = uTj uk5. uk = uk   w[j]uj6. x[j] = uTj v7. v = v   x[j]uj8. end for j9.  = uTk v10. v = v   ukIf necessary orthogonalize v again11. if kxk2  pnM12. for j = 1 to k 113. t = uTj v14. v = v   tuj15. x[j] = x[j] + t16. end for j17. t = uTk v18. v = v   tuk19.  = +t20. end ifAdjust H21. H [1:k 1; k 1] = H [1:k 1; k 1] +H(k 1; k)w22. H [1:k 1; k] = H [1:k; k] H [1:k 1; 1:k 1]w(w[k 1] H [k; k])w+ x23. H [k; k] = H [k; k]  k 1w[k 1] + 24. end ifFigure 2.2: Lanczos with periodic reorthogonalization: Reorthogonalizationthat before the reorthogonalization we have the relationAUk = UkHk + veTk ; (2.1)which holds to working accuracy. The results of the reorthogonalization replace uk with~uk = uk   Uk 1w (2.2)
6 Adjusting Rayleigh Quotientsand v with ~v = v   Uk 1x  ~uk: (2.3)Solving (2.2) and (2.3) for uk and v and substituting the results in (2.1), we getA(Uk 1 ~uk) +A(0 Uk 1w) = (Uk 1 ~uk)Hk + (0 Uk 1w)Hk+ ~veTk + (Ukx+ ~uk)eT: (2.4)Now since AUk 1 = UHk 1 + k 1ukeTk , we have from (2.2)A(0 Uk 1w) = Uk 1(Hk 1 + weTk 1)w+ k 1~ukeTk 1w: (2.5)Also (0 Uk 1w)Hk = Uk 1weTk 1Hk = hk 1;kUk 1weTk 1 + hkkUk 1weTk : (2.6)If we substitute (2.5) and (2.6) into (2.4) and dene ~Hk by1: ~H[1:k 1; k 1] = H [1:k 1; k 1] + hk 1;kw;2: ~H[1:k 1; k] = H [1:k 1; k] Hk 1w   wk 1w + hkkw + x;3: ~H[k; k] = H [k; k]  k 1w[k 1] + ; (2.7)then it is straightforward (but tedious) to verify thatA(Uk 1 ~uk) = (Uk 1 ~uk) ~Hk + ~veTk ;which is a Krylov decomposition involving the new vectors ~uk and ~v. These are thecorrections of statements 21{23.It is worth noting that the complexity of these corrections is due to the fact that wemust orthogonalize both uk and v. If we omit the orthogonalization of uk , then w = 0,and the corrections reduce to adding the orthogonalization coecients for v to the kthcolumn of Hk.3. An exampleThe following example illustrates how periodic reorthogonalization behaves. Our matrixA is diagonal of order n = 500 whose rst eigenvalue is 1 = 1 and whose othereigenvalues are given by the recurrencei = i 11 + 1=i2 ; i = 2 : : :n:
Adjusting Rayleigh Quotients 7The periodically reorthogonalized Lanczos algorithm was run on this matrix with a ran-dom starting vector and a cuto for reorthogonalization of p10 16=n. Orthogonaliza-tions took place for k = 11; 17; 22; 28; 33; 38. Various statistics are summarized in the fol-lowing table, in which we are concerned with the approximate eigenpairs ((k)5 ; Ukw(k)5 ),where ((k)5 ; w(k)5 ) is the fth eigenpair of the Lanczos matrix Tk.k c1 c2 c3 c4 c510 3:9e 15 3:9e 15 1:9e 02 1:9e 02 1:9e 0220 5:3e 15 3:9e 15 2:5e 07 2:5e 07 2:5e 0730 6:5e 15 3:9e 15 2:8e 16 1:4e 12 1:4e 1240 7:0e 15 3:9e 15 8:9e 19 1:4e 12 1:4e 12The columns of the table contain the following quantities.c1: kTk  QTAQk2, where Q is the Q factor of Uk.c2: The global residual normkAUk   UkHk   kuk+1eTk kkc3: The classical estimate jkeTk w(k)5 j for the residual norm.c4: The true residual norm.c5: The residual norm estimated by (1.4).The numbers in the rst column illustrate the result of Simon mentioned above.The tridiagonal Lanczos matrix Tk is to working accuracy the Rayleigh quotient formedfrom the Q-factor of Uk . This means that in spite of the contamination of Tk by thereorthogonalization process, its eigenvalues converge to eigenvalues of A.The second column shows that the corrections in Algorithm 2.2 produce a Krylovdecomposition whose residual is of the order of the rounding unit. Although to the twogures shown this residual is not changing, actually it is increasing very slightly with k.The third and fourth columns show that the classic estimate for the residual normdeviates from the true residual norm. In particular the latter stagnates at about 10 12,whereas the former continues to decrease. But the two values diverge only after the trueresidual norm falls below pM. The fth column shows that the approximate residualnorm (1.4) is a reliable estimate of the true residual norm.4. DiscussionThe algorithm in Figure 2.2 shows that the running computation of the adjustedRayleigh Hk quotient is computationally inexpensive. One can also economize on stor-age, since except for spikes at the reorthogonalization points the elements above the rst
8 Adjusting Rayleigh Quotientssuperdiagonal are zero. These spikes can be squirreled away in a special data structure,so that one does not have to store a full matrix of order k. However, such economiesmay not be worth the trouble, since it requires an array of order k to store primitiveRitz vectors.Although Hk must be updated at each orthogonalization step, it does not haveto be used until the (suitably scaled) residual norms for the approximate eigenvectorsapproach pM. Thereafter it should be used in residual computations. If a residualstagnates at an unacceptably high value, then one must use primitive Ritz vectorscomputed from Hk. Since the eigenpairs of Tk are approximations to the eigenpairs ofHk , one can compute the former and use the inverse power method to adjust them|aninexpensive process given the structure of Hk.References[1] J. Grcar. Analyses of the Lanczos Algorithm and of the Approximation Problemin Richardson's Method. PhD thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana{Champaign,1981. Cited in [4].[2] Z. Jia and G. W. Stewart. An analysis of the Rayleigh{Ritz method for approxi-mating eigenspaces. Technical Report TR{4015, Department of Computer Science,University of Maryland, College Park, 1999. To appear in Mathematics of Compu-tation..[3] Y. Saad. Numerical Methods for Large Eigenvalue Problems: Theory and Algorithms.John Wiley, New York, 1992.[4] H. D. Simon. Analysis of the symmetric Lanczos algorithm with reorthogonalizationmethods. Linear Algebra and its Applications, 61:101{132, 1984.[5] H. D. Simon. The Lanczos algorithm with partial reorthogonalization. Mathematicsof Computation, 42:115{142, 1984.
